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Abstract-- Many hospitals use the amount of time patients 

spend in lines to gauge how crowded their emergency rooms 

(ERs) are. Many ER departments have exorbitant wait times, 

which makes it difficult to adequately treat patients and raises 

overall expenditures. Modern methods like deep learning 

(DL) and machine learning have been widely used in queuing 

system applications. In addition to, or instead of, queueing 

theory, this work intends to utilise DL algorithms for 

historical queueing variables to estimate patient waiting times 

in a system (QT). Four optimization algorithms—SGD, Adam, 

RMSprop, and AdaGrad—were used. To select the model 

with the lowest mean absolute error, the algorithms were 

compared (MAE). For further comparisons, a conventional 

mathematical simulation was employed. The outcomes 

demonstrated that by activating a lowest MAE of 10.80 

minutes (24% error reduction) to estimate patient waiting 

times, the DL model is applicable when employing the SGD 

method. By achieving the highest performing model to better 

prioritise patients in the queue, this work makes a theoretical 

contribution of estimating patients' waiting times with 

alternative methodologies. Additionally, this work provides a 

useful contribution by utilising actual ER data. In addition, 

we suggested methods that would forecast patient wait times 

more accurately than a conventional mathematical approach. 

Using information from electronic health records (EHRs), the 

queue system in the healthcare industry can quickly adopt our 

method. 

Keywords—Healthcare Management, Patient Priority, 

Waiting Time, Deep Learning, Queueing Theory  

I. INTRODUCTION 

Most hospitals' emergency rooms (ER) are severely 

overcrowded with patients since they receive more than 

50% of all hospital admissions. Due to the importance of 

the ER to hospitals, most departments need a lot of 

resources to accommodate the lengthy patient lines (Mor et 

al. 2015). Queuing is a danger in a context like healthcare 

since downtime may be costly for staff members and 

uncomfortable for patients. Additionally, it could have an 

impact on a patient's life or health circumstances (Gupta 

and Denton 2008). Traditional queueing theory (QT) is a 

 

 

 

 

Historically, queuing systems have been studied using a 

mathematical technique (Gupta 2013). However, due to 

methodology limitations, such as unrealistic assumptions 

about the time distribution needed to perform queueing 

analysis, the typical QT technique may not be enough in 

real-world applications (Mahadevan 2015; Pianykh and 

Rosenthal 2015). Alternative methods, such deep learning 

(DL) algorithms, are therefore thought to considerably 

increase ER effectiveness. Another category of machine 

learning technique is DL algorithms. Additionally, recent 

research revealed that the approach used to estimate patient 

wait times in emergency rooms had a limited degree of 

accuracy (Pak et al. 2020). In addition, DL algorithms are 

more accurate than conventional techniques while also 

reducing human error (Shafaf and Malek 2019). The 

purpose of this study was to create a brand-new, more 

precise model for predicting waiting times as well as a 

crucial tool for quick reactions in the event that emergency 

rooms report lengthy wait times. Due of prior studies' 

significant error rates, this objective was prompted. 

Compared to earlier research on this subject, the unique 

model used in this study minimises error prediction. 

From a practical standpoint, DL was used to create a 

novel method that will increase the ER queueing predictor 

variables' ability to accurately estimate waiting times for 

patients with low acuity. The DL methodology was 

contrasted with conventional mathematical methods. 

Between January and December of 2018, realistic data 

from the triage monitoring system at an ER in Saudi Arabia 

with 30,909 patients was used. 

According to recent studies, client dissatisfaction levels 

and waiting times have relationships (Abe 2019). They are 

therefore urged to think about allocating sufficient 

resources to reduce line waiting times. Customer service 

needs to be improved in the healthcare industry in 

particular if general happiness and successful health 

outcomes are to increase. Extreme wait times are a gauge 

of access to healthcare facilities and are associated with 

worse healthcare outcomes (Liang 2010). 
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To maximise queueing and resource utilisation, many 

strategies are commonly used (such as mathematical 

analysis) (Bittencourt et al. 2018). By analysing wait times 

in hospital pharmacies and other multiple points of service, 

queue models, for instance, are routinely used to handle 

excessive demand. Similar to this, queueing models are 

used in other service sectors that need security controls, 

such airports (Abe 2019). Additionally, the length of the 

line is used as a gauge for traffic management technique 

effectiveness. For instance, more than 90% of the delays in 

travel time and traffic congestion at the airport are caused 

by queuing delays (Peterson et al. 1995). Queuing models 

can also be used in daily life, such as when people wait in 

line for food at the grocery store or a restaurant. Longer 

wait times in any system may result in higher consumption, 

according to studies (Dong et al. 2019; Ülkü et al. 2020). 

Slow-moving lines increase waiting times and their 

prominence, which calls for the use of more resources. 

The following is the study's contribution to the literature 

at the moment: First, using real data on the low patient 

acuity obtained from electronic health records (EHR) at an 

ER in Saudi Arabia, DL models were created alongside or 

in instead of queuing theory to estimate waiting time in a 

queue. The second improvement brought about by DL was 

a 24% decrease in prediction error as measured by the 

MAE metric. Third, taking into account model 

understandability and the feature extraction procedure, this 

study offers guidelines for waiting time analysis in the 

queue, not only in the healthcare industry but also in other 

sectors. These guidelines are based on trials carried out 

during the research. The outcomes, in our opinion, will be 

useful to practitioners and researchers who tackle related 

issues in other domains. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Previous studies have demonstrated that prolonged 

waiting times cause patients to become frustrated, angry, 

anxious, and dissatisfied (Curtis et al. 2018; Sun et al. 

2000; Ward et al. 2017). Numerous research have used 

various approaches to examine forecasts of ER waiting 

times. For instance, Kuo et al. (2020) used systems 

thinking and machine learning to forecast waiting times in 

emergency rooms. Arha (2017) employed many machine 

learning techniques, such as Elastic Net and Random 

Forest, to forecast the waiting time for low patient acuity in 

ER. Stagge (2020) implemented a variety of approaches, 

including machine learning and a simulation, to predict 

patient waiting time.  

 

 

 

Lastly, Curtis et al. (2018) created a number of machine 

learning techniques, including neural networks, to estimate 

patient waiting times while taking into account a variety of 

factors, including patient arrival time, service completion 

time, and examination. Additionally, research have created 

forecasting models using algorithms like quantile 

regression to estimate the length of time before therapy for 

patients with low acuity (Pak, Gannon, and Staib 2020). 

Our study is distinct from earlier studies on this subject 

since we used many DL optimization strategies to increase 

accuracy. Additionally, we took into account other 

predictors by gaining access to fresh data from the patient's 

entry into the queue (such as the minute, hour, and day), 

the length of the patient's wait in the queue, and the time of 

departure. 

In their emergency rooms, many hospitals around the 

world regularly experience excessive wait times and 

crowding. Every year in the United States, there are 

steadily more visits to ERs (Di et al. 2015). The National 

Center for Health in 2016 

According to statistics, there are roughly 145.6 million 

ER visits per year (Kea et al. 2016). Not only have ER 

visits climbed, but so have ER wait times. For instance, 

according to a 2017 report from the Canadian Institute for 

Health Information, ER wait times have significantly 

increased since 2015. A workable solution to these issues is 

to assess the effectiveness of emergency rooms (Rasouli et 

al. 2019). 

By analysing patient arrival times, some hospitals are 

utilising queuing models to improve staffing levels and 

optimise patient care (Kaushal et al. 2015; Sasanfar et al. 

2020). The medical sector is finding increasing usage for 

predictive models. Seasonal arrival and waiting times can 

be reduced by using historical data to estimate future 

patient wait times (Ruben et al. 2010; Cai et al. 2016). The 

information stored in the EHR is essential for analysing and 

resolving healthcare issues that could have hidden 

components. Other research has concentrated on improving 

the healthcare queuing system, particularly how it might be 

applied to the development of predictive models for the 

analysis of future behaviour (Eiset et all 2019). 

Additionally, the concept of machine learning has been 

used to analyse the projection of queuing behaviour 

(Srivastava 2016; Stagge 2020). The two research projects 

rely on a predictive modelling strategy, although their work 

on time series analysis on queue data prediction is flawed. 

Historical waiting times were evaluated in the multi-

hospital study by Dong et al. (2019), and the results 

demonstrated that patients take into account ER waiting 

times when determining where to seek medical care. 
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The previously provided data is assisting in operational 

decisions that reduce waiting times and crowding in the 

emergency room (Abir et al. 2019). In order to forecast 

queueing behaviours in businesses, Stintzing and Norrman 

(2017) compared optimization using queueing theory with 

artificial neural networks (ANN) as a prediction method. 

The results using ANN, according to the scientists, were 

encouraging and might be applied to forecast the ideal level 

of service each day. Numerous forecasting methods have 

been used in queue analysis to reduce wait times (Moreno-

Carrillo et al. 2019, however our model with multiple 

optimization algorithms can be used to assess ER wait 

times for low-acuity patients.  

As a result, by using EHR data, the suggested model in 

this study can be utilised to inform ER medical staff about 

how long patients will wait in line. 

III. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

Deeplearningtechniquesareimplementedinthisstudytopre

dictpatientwaitingtimeinqueueingsystemalongside, orin 

place of, queueing theory (QT) using EHR data. Next, we 

compare the DL algorithms to find the best model with 

thelowest MAE. The model is presented, and a flowchart of 

the proposed methodology is shown in Figure 1. Each step 

isillustrated inthe followingsubsections. 

 
Figure1.Proposedmethodologyforthestudy 

3.1 Data Description and Preparation 

The Saudi Arabian Ministry of Health created the Triage 

Monitoring system, a national database, to guarantee the 

standard of patient treatment. The information was taken 

from the Triage Monitoring system, which also has 

information on how lines formed and were served in ERs at 

hospitals between January and December of 2018. From 

the time of registration until the patient departed the 

hospital, it tracked and recorded the patient flow. These are 

the main references used in the use of machine learning, 

particularly in the estimation of the waiting time for a new 

patient who joins a queue. These data included wait times, 

arrival and registration times, wait times in the queue, wait 

times at the server point, wait times for doctor 

examinations, and the total amount of time spent on all 

system activities (length of stay). 

The primary information taken from the EHR was 

inserted at random. The data was cleaned, analysed, and 

finalised in several processes. In the first step, we translated 

our data utilising the arrival time/register time into weeks.  

 

 

Step 2 created daily statistics using information from 

Step 1. Step 3 involved sorting the data according to arrival 

time to arrange the entries in order of arrival. Step 4: We 

removed the data's high values and missing values (which 

were caused by manual data entry errors) from our 

analysis. Only patients with level 3 through 5 acuities were 

included in step 5 because they made up more than 70% of 

the data we collected, which after data cleaning contained 

about 30,909 patients who were employed in the training 

model. Additionally, non-relevant variables from the 

dataset were eliminated, including patient ID and names. 

The triage service time was combined with the waiting 

time because the dataset only reported one server (a 

doctor's examination) (for time from arrival to first time 

being seen by doctor). These patients are regarded as less 

urgent or non-urgent. These patients often receive care 

according to the order in which they arrive and do not 

require immediate attention. The waiting time that the 

machine learning algorithms attempt to anticipate is thus 

the output variable in this model.  
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The dataset's mean waiting time was 44.76 minutes, the 

median was 39.0 minutes, and the standard deviation was 

20.23 minutes. To provide preliminary insights into the 

data from our model, a variety of input variables, including 

service time, waiting time, and individuals waiting vs days 

of the week, were examined. The service period in our data 

is the span from the beginning of the patient's medical care 

and its conclusion. In this instance, the dataset (new 

characteristics collected) is utilised to determine the 

number of patients in the line as well as the number of 

patients who join the queue. Every time a patient left the 

queue, we added up the waiting time and the arrival time to 

find the total number of individuals in the queue, and then 

we counted the number of people who remained when a 

new patient joined the queue. Data preparation and feature 

selection are often employed techniques in machine 

learning. 

3.2 Pre-processingandFeatureEngineering 

The feature selection (selection of predictors) is an 

essential element in the machine learning model structure 

that determines the model's performance 

(ChandrashekarandSahin2014).There were main features 

extracted (e.g.,minute,hour, and day) from the patient 

joining the queue in this study. Also, the patient’s waiting 

time in the queue and leavingtimewere extracted. Th 

efollowing three are them ain features: 

1. Daywasin therangeof Monday(0) toSunday(6). 

2. Timein hoursfrom 0to23rdhour. 

3. Timeinminutesstartingat0minutesandcontinuingth

e59thminute. 

Thecategoricalfeatureswereencodedusingmeantargetenco

dingandextractingthenewfeaturesfromcurrentfeaturesinthed

ataset.Weadoptedthismethod(featureextraction)aspresentedb

yKyritsisandMichel(2019),whichwasappliedin the bank. 

The mean target encoding was used to encode our data with 

the new features because it is a fast way to getmost of the 

categorical variables encoded and gives higher cardinality 

features for regression problems (Pargent et al.2019). 

3.3 PredictionExperimental 

TheexperimentonmachinelearninginthisstudyusedTensor

Flowversion2.0.0.-beta1 and Pythonversion 3.7.3. Also, 

differentlibrarieswereusedtoprepareandpre-process the data, 

such as Matplotlib, Date Time and Pandas. 

Accordingly,tovalidateandtestthesensitivityofthemodel'sper

formance,wesplitourdatasetintotwofactions:thetestsetwas15

%,and the training set was 85%. The test set was kept 

hidden throughout the training process. Moreover, by 

validating ourmodel, it means that we used a test harness 

was used to give a fair estimation of the model's 

performance for making predictions on new 

databecauseitshowshowsensitivethemethodistoapplieddatao

rnewdatathatcanbeintroducedto the model. Different 

optimization algorithms were used for this model in order 

to find the best with the lowest MAE.MAE is one of the 

metrics used to measure the machine learning model 

performance accuracy; it gives an idea of themagnitude of 

the error. It calculates all recorded means for the absolute 

errors by subtracting the prediction value fromtheactual 

value,asshowninthe Eq.(1): 

∑𝑛1𝑎𝑏𝑠(𝑦𝑦𝑦−𝜆(𝑋𝑋𝑦𝑦) 
𝑀𝐴𝐸=  𝑖𝑖= 

𝑛 

(1) 

We applied different optimizer algorithms, including 

Adam, Adagrad, RMSprop, and SGD for the iterative 

update ofnetwork weights based on our data training and to 

describe the math behind the algorithms; equations (2) to 

(12) below are cited ndsummarized from Ruder(2016). 

Stochasticgradientdescent (SGD) 

optimizationalgorithmdoesnotchangeduringtrainingforall 

weightupdatesandthelearningrateandmaintainsasinglelearni

ngrate(termedalpha).Alearningrate is maintained for each 

network weight (parameter) and separately adapted as 

learning unfolds. In contrast SGDperformsa 

parameterupdate for eachtraining example𝑥(𝑖𝑖)andlabel𝑦(𝑖𝑖): 

 

𝜃𝜃=𝜃𝜃−𝜂𝜂.∇𝜃𝜃𝐽(𝜃𝜃;𝑥(𝑖𝑖);𝑦(𝑖𝑖)) (2) 

Adam(adaptivemomentestimation)isacombinationofRoot

MeanSquarePropagation(RMSprop)andmomentum.Itcan 

also be used instead of the standard stochastic gradient 

descent procedure to update network weights iterative 

basedontrainingdata(Kingmaetal.2014).  

AdamcanalsobeusedlikeAdadeltaandRMSpropwhenstori

nganexponentiallydecaying average of past squared 

gradient 𝑢𝑡(Ruder 2016). Moreover, it keeps an 

exponentially decaying average ofpast gradients𝑚𝑡,like 

momentum: 
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𝑚𝑡=𝛽1𝑚𝑡−1+(1 −𝛽1)𝑔𝑡 (3) 

𝑢𝑡=𝛽2𝑢𝑡−1+(1−𝛽2)𝑔2 
𝑡 (4) 

Where: 𝑚𝑡is estimates of the first moment (the mean) 

and 𝑣𝑡is the second moment (the uncentered variance) of 

thegradients,respectively,hencethetechnique'sname.𝑚𝑡and𝑣

𝑡areinitializedasvectorsofzero(astheauthorsofAdamobserve

d that 𝑚𝑡and 𝑣𝑡are biased towards zero, especially during 

the initial time steps and when the decay rates 

arelow(e.g.,𝛽1,and𝛽2areclosetoone)).𝑚𝑡and𝑣𝑡counteractthes

ebiasesbycomputingbiascorrectedfirstandsecond-

momentestimates: 

𝑚𝑡 ḿ𝑡=
1−𝛽𝑡 

1 

(5) 

𝑢𝑡  
ύ𝑡=

1−𝛽𝑡 
2 

(6) 

Then,toupdatetheparameters,weusetheseasshowninRMSprop,whichyieldstheAdamupdaterule: 

𝜂𝜂 
𝜃𝜃𝑡+1=𝜃𝜃𝑡− ḿ𝑡 

�ύ𝑡+𝜖𝜖 

(7) 

RMSprop maintains per parameter learning rates which 

are adapted based on the average of recent magnitudes of 

thegradientsforweight,suchashowquicklyitischanging. RMS 

propisvery effective but anunpublished, adaptivel earning 

rate method proposed by GeoffHintonin 

Lecture6slide29ofhisclass(McMahanandStreeter2014). 

Infact,RMSpropisidenticaltothefirstupdatevectorderivedfro

mAdadelta,whichisanextensionofAaGradoptimizationalgori

thm: 

𝐸[𝑔2]𝑡=0.9𝐸[𝑔2]𝑡−1+0.1𝑔2 
𝑡 (8) 

𝜂𝜂 
𝜃𝜃𝑡+1=𝜃𝜃𝑡− 𝑔𝑡 

�𝐸[𝑔2]𝑡+𝜖𝜖 

(9) 

Where: 𝐸[𝑔2
]𝑡𝑦𝑦𝑠the decaying average over past 

squared gradients. Adaptive Gradient (AdaGrad) maintains 

a per-parameter learning rate that improves performance on 

problems with sparse gradients, such as computer vision 

andnatural language problems (Brownlee 2020). For each 

parameter 𝜃𝜃𝑖𝑖at every time step t, AdaGrad uses a 

different learningrate.Frist,AdaGrad’sper-

parameterisupdated,whichthenisvectorized,forbrevity;𝑔𝑡,𝑖𝑖i
ssettobethegradientof objectivefunction w.r.t.to 

theparameter𝜃𝜃𝑖𝑖attimestep𝑡: 

𝑔𝑡,𝑖𝑖=∇𝜃𝜃𝑡𝐽(𝜃𝜃𝑡,𝑖𝑖) (10) 

Stochasticgradientdescentupdatesforeachparameter𝜃𝜃𝑖𝑖ateachtimesteptthenbecomes: 

 

𝜃𝜃𝑡+1,𝑖𝑖=𝜃𝜃𝑡,𝑖𝑖−𝜂𝜂.𝜃𝜃𝑔𝑡,𝑖𝑖 (11) 

AdaGradmodifies,initsupdaterule,thegenerallearningrate𝜂𝜂ateachtimesteptforeveryparameter𝜃𝜃𝑦𝑦basedonthepastgradientstha

thavebeencomputedfor𝜃𝜃𝑦𝑦: 

𝜂𝜂 
𝜃𝜃𝑡+1,𝑖𝑖=𝜃𝜃𝑡,𝑖𝑖− .𝑔𝑡,𝑖𝑖 

�𝐺𝑡,𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖+𝜖𝜖 

(12) 

Where:𝐺𝑡∈ℝ𝑑𝑥𝑑isadiagonalmatrixwhereeachdiagonalele

ment𝑦𝑦,𝑦𝑦isthesumofthesquaresofthegradientsw.r.t. 𝜃𝜃 𝑦𝑦 
upto time step𝑡11

. And ∈:Isasmoo thing term that avoids 

division by zero (usually on the orderof1𝑒−8). 

Then, The Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) was used in 

hidden layers. The ReLU activation function is a linear 

function that willoutput the input directly if it is positive 

(x); otherwise, it will output zero.  
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(that is, if it receives any negative output itwill return 

zero. (Hara et al. 2015)). It is used in this model because it 

achieves better performance and is morecomfortable to 

train when compared with other optimization functions 

(e.g., Sigmoid Function). ReLU can be writtenasEq.(13): 

 
𝑓𝑓(𝑥)=max(0,𝑥) (13) 

IV. RESULTS 

Inthisstudy,weaimedtoapplyaDLapproachwithqueueingt

heory.DLisoneofthemachinelearningmethodsbasedon 

artificial neural networks. DL's power is the libraries built, 

such as Keras, which help to create extensive 

networksquickly and easily. Also, the simulation model for 

the queueing system was built to compare with the DL 

model usingthe Ciw library. Ciw is a discrete event 

simulation (DES) library supported by Python for queue 

networks (Palmer et al.2019). 

 

 

 

 

 

4.1 DL Models 

Keras library by Python was used to apply DL mode and 

was trained with four input visible layers, 25 neurons for 

the first hidden layer, 18 neurons in the next hidden layer, 

and one output in the output layer. After 150 epochs of 

model training. Figure 2 shows the model predicted 

average waiting time against actual waiting time for the 

best out perform optimization algorithms (SGD). The 

bluecolorrepresentsthereal (actual) waiting time, and the 

orange color representsthe predicted waiting time. It shows 

the predicted waiting time as being closest to the actual 

waiting time. The idea ofwhat score a good/poor model can 

achieve only makes sense when it is interpreted in the 

situation of the skill scores of other models and trained on 

the same data. For this purpose, different optimization 

algorithms are compared and trained on the same data. 

 

Figure2.Waitingtimepredictedvs.actualforSGDalgorithms 
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Inourexperiment,thefouroptimizationalgorithmsarelistedi

norderfromhightolowMAEinTable1.Thestochasticgradient 

descent (SGD) had the lowest MAE with 10.80 minutes, 

followed by RMSprop, and then Adam and 

AdaGradoptimizationalgorithmwitharound12minutes. 

Afterexhaustivetuningofallrelatedhyperparametersusedin

themodel,[25-18-1] valuesof the 

architecturewerefoundtobesuitablefortheneuralnetworkforth

ismodel. 

Table1.  

Summaryof theDLmodel(MAE results) 

OptimizationAlgorithms NetworkArchitecture MeanAbsoluteError 

AaGrad [25-18-1] 12.78minutes 

Adam [25-18-1] 11.16minutes 

RMSprop [25-18-1] 11.14minutes 

SGD [25-18-1] 10.80minutes 

On the plot of loss, the model has comparable 

performance on both training and validation datasets for all 

optimizationalgorithms as shown in Figure 3. The loss on 

both datasets may use this as a sign to stop training at an 

earlier epoch ifthese parallel plots start to depart 

consistently.  

 

 

Also, it shows the comparable skill on both train and 

validation data sets between the different optimization 

algorithms. The goal of using different optimizer 

algorithms is to changetheattributesof our DL model, such 

asweights, learningrate, and to reducethelossesand reach 

thelowestMAE. 

 

 

Figure3.Plotofmodellossontrainingandvalidationdataset 

4.2 QT Models 

The classic approach of queue theory was used to 

simulate the model in this study. The arrival rate (λ) and 

the servicerate (μ) have been calculated using the same data 

applied in the DL model. Data was used for one day as 

shown in(Appendix A Table A), and is assumed the 

probability distribution of service time as an exponential 

distribution. Thenumber of arriving patients per unit of 

time follows the Poisson distribution.  

Because patients with level 3 through 

5acuitieswereusedinthisstudy,thequeueingmodelofM/M/1sy

stemforsimulatingtheanalysiswasusedtoreflecttheERsystem.

Themodelinitiallyrunsfor1,440minutes(oneday).Toensureth

atthesimulationreflectsreality,themodelruns for ten 

simulations in a loop and takes warm-up time and cool-

down times of 100-time units. Different seeds 

wereconsidered every time, so each trial yielded different 

results.  
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Then, to achieve a more confident answer, the mean 

effectwas taken over the trial results (68.24, 87.07, 59.377, 

61.08, 63.64, 63.01, 70.75, 88.66, 63.64, 58.29 in 

minutes).Consequently, with each trial, the model ran for 

one day + 200 minutes (1,640 minutes). Patient mean 

waiting timeresulting from the simulation model was 58.29 

minutes, and the service time was 53.27 minutes. 

Comparing QT, theresults to DL models in the dataset, the 

mean waiting time was about 44.74 minutes which is close 

to DL modelsprediction. 

V. DISCUSSION 

UrgentandstochasticprocessesintheERestablishchallenge

stowaitingtimeprediction.Forexample,theERprovideshighac

uitypatientswitheffectiveemergencycarebutistypicallynotas

efficientwithpatientsseekingattentionfornon-urgent 

ailments. This leads to increased ER occupancy. While 

non-urgent patients wait in the ER, patients requiringhighly 

urgent attention bypass waiting times, which may increase 

the waiting times for those who are non-urgent. 

Also,patients with non-urgent cases may vary from case to 

case due to patient-level attention needs (e.g., level, 3 to 

5).However, it was established that low acuity care has an 

significant impact on overall ER waiting and service times 

forhigh acuitypatients(Arha2017). 

The goal of this study was to deliver a more accurate 

model for waiting time prediction and create an essential 

tool for reactive actions if 

ERsreportlongwaitingtime.Forinstance,thismodelcomparest

oothersimilarmodelsforpredictingwaiting time in ER. Kuo 

et al. (2020) developed models with a mean-square error 

accuracy between 0.15 to 0.22. The model included 

different significant variables, such as 

Patient’striagecategories,arrivaltime,numberofdoctors(withi

nthree hours of the Patient’s arrival), number of patients in 

a queue (for triage, consultation, and departure upon 

thePatient’sarrival).Theproposedmodel,Kuoetal.’smodelisli

mitedbyimplementingalocaltriagesystem(HongKong).Also, 

a regional triage system by Arha (2017) estimated patient 

waiting time in an ER in Tennessee using a 

simpleregressionsmodel.Arhausedsimilarpredictorvariables

(e.g.,timeofday,dayofweek,andmonthofyear),and a mean 

squareerroraspredictiveaccuracy(Arha2017).Tocalculatethis

modelvariableandcompareitwiththeproposedmodelrequires 

collected clinical data.  

 

 

 

 

 

Pak et al. (2020) also developed a waiting time 

prediction model for low acuity patientsassigned to the 

waiting room with an overall accuracy of 20% mean 

squared prediction error; the proposed models with SGD 

and RMS prop algorithms reduced the prediction errors by 

24% compared to model improvement in Pak et al.(2020). 

This study has some limitations, including data 

availability; not all ER information was included, such as a 

patient typeofinjury,X-

rayprocesstime,andlaboratorytesttime.Whatisavailableinthe

datasetwasextracted.Also,DLisknownasdatahunger;inthisca

se,datawascollectedforonlyoneyear.Asshownintheresults,10

.80minuteswasreachedasthe lowest MAE, but this could 

decrease if the amount of data increases. In the experiment, 

30,909 patients (level 3through 5 acuities) were used in 

training after removing other levels (level 1 to 2 acuities) 

and missing data. 

Significantimprovementwasshowninwaitingtimeprediction

withavailabledatawhencomparedwithapredictedaveragewait

ingtime. Also, the model is simple enough to be 

implemented into an EHR system using relative 

information. The 

secondlimitationisthepatientlevelsinthelocaltriagesystem(ass

ignedaslevels1to5)maydiffergeographically.Forexample,thi

s data, levels 3 to 5 were set as low urgent, and levels 1 and 

2 as high critical, but this may be different in other 

ERtriagesystemsglobally.Thethirdlimitationisthisisasinglelo

cationstudy,whichcouldpotentiallyimpacttheaccuracyof the 

model, requiring more work to validate the model by using 

data from other ERs in different locations and 

withdifferentpopulations. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

This paper proposed a novel model to improve the 

accuracy of waiting time prediction for low acuity patients 

using DLtechniques and ER data. The study used historic 

queueing variables to predict patient waiting time in a 

queuing 

systemalongside,orinplaceof,traditionalapproaches(queuein

gtheory).Thetraditionalmethodsmaynotbesufficientinreallif

eapplicationsduetothelimitationsofthemethod,suchasunreali

sticassumptionsofthetimedistributionrequiredtodo 

queueinganalysis. 

Inthecurrentliterature,researchreportedthatthemethodolo

gyappliedtopredictpatientwaitingtimeinERshaslimitedaccur

acy.  
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Furthermore, DL algorithms can reduce human error and 

achieve better accuracy, when compared withtraditional 

methods. Thus, alternative techniques, such as DL 

algorithms, must be used to significantly improve 

ERefficiency. For this purpose, a novel model for waiting 

time prediction was created and as an essential tool for 

reactiveactions if ERs report long waiting times. 

Furthermore, four optimization algorithms, including SGD, 

Adam, 

RMSprop,andAdaGrad,werecomparedtofindthebestaccurac

yconsideringMAEmetrics.Also,algorithmswerecomparedwi

thtraditionalmathematicalapproachesanddatawasutilizedfro

mthetriagemonitoringsysteminSaudiArabia.Theresultsshow

edthattheDLmodelachievedbetterpredictionaccuracythanthe

traditionalapproach.Moreover,thenovelmodelproduced in 

this study resulted in a 24% error reduction when compared 

to prior work on this topic. The theoreticalcontribution of 

this paper is to predict patient waiting times with 

alternative techniques by achieving the 

highestperformingmodeltobetterprioritizepatientwaitinginth

equeue.Also,thisstudyoffersapracticalcontributionbyusingre

al-life data from ERs. Furthermore, model have been 

proposed to predict patient waiting times with more 

accuracythan traditionalmathematicalmodels. 

 

Future and extended work of this research could be as 

follows: more information from EHR could be 

implemented tothe model such as different queueing 

predictor parameters. Moreover, different datasets from 

other hospitals 

andlocationscouldbeimplemented.Theservicetimeofpatients

withthesameacuitylevelscouldbepredicted.Inaddition,differ

ent machine learning algorithms could be applied to this 

model including linear and nonlinear regression. 

Themodelcouldbeimplementedonsimilarproblemsindifferent

fieldsorsectors,includingservicesandcustomerqueueing.As 

part of future work, the model could be deployed as a web 

application to allow patients to join the queue prior tousing 

EHRdata. 
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